**Homer Steel Grid**

*Birds Eye View:*

- **Warning Piling** (In-line with first bent)
- **Grid Bents or Keel Benches**
- **100’**
- **10’ O.C.**
- **22’**
- **8’ 10” Inside Diam.**
- **4’**

*Elevations:*
- **Grid Deck** +1.0’ MLLW
- **Top of Grid Bents** +5.5’ MLLW

*Rules & Restrictions:*

- The minimum length allowed is 60 feet, max 120 feet, and up to 200 displacement tons only.
- Personnel must be on watch at all times!
- Secure a line from as high as possible on the vessel to a Deadman on shore. Lines may need to be moved around as the tide rises and falls.
- Secure mooring lines **ONLY** to Steel Pilings, not to Wooden Fenders.
- Sandblasting is not permitted on the grid, as well as any type of activity that would result in paints or non-marine growth particles landing onto the grid work platform or into the water, such as high PSI water blasting (pressure washing).
- Location of the bents are marked on face of grid with red paint.